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PAPER KITES AND AUTUMN DAYS

EDWARD

/

L.

WILLIAMS

He stood at the door watching her as she walked up the steps.
She was dressed as he had expected she would be, not flaunty or
demanding, but unmistakably attractive. The wind was tossing her
hair about, and she was stroking at the flying strands of tresses that
flapped across her face.
"Hi," she smiled as he approached the steps. "Remember me?'
He remembered the smile. "You look lovely," he 'said as he
opened the door.
"The great flatterer," she teased as she danced by him and glided
into the room.
"May I take your coat?" he offered.
"Thank you." She removed the thin coat from her shoulders
and he placed it on a hanger. "Oh, your place is really charming!"
"It's mostly just economics," he laughed. "The charm is collateral."
She surveyed the room-the
bookcase, the desk, the stack of
unorganized and unkempt sheets of manuscript scattered about.
"You still write poetry?" She was looking at the desk when she
asked him.
"I've not yet decided if it's poetry or not," he said. "I never
improved."
"You never needed to," she remarked, walking to the desk.
"You say that because you don't read much," he answered.
"I used to. Do you mind?" she asked, reaching for the papers.
"I always enojyed-"
"I'd rather you wouldn't. They're mostly unfinished." He shrugged
his shoulders when she turned surprised before him.
"Haven't changed," she shook her head. Her lips parted in a
smile. "God, I can't believe it's been five years," she sighed.
"I know what you mean." There was silence for an instance and
then he added, "I thought I'd never see you again."
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"We just moved back two weeks ago. Bill couldn't pass up the
opportunity." She looked away for a brief moment and then returned
to him with a smile. "Your wife seemed so surprised when I recognized
your picture on the desk." She laughed softly. "It was so strange.
We were talking and I said, "I know him! May I see that picture?'''.
"I was surprised myself when you called."
"She's a darling wife."
"Thank you." He paused. "Your husband-"
"Bill."
"Yes, Bill. You just said he couldn't pass up the opportunity.
Stupid of me."
"You're excited, aren't you?" she laughed.
"Well, you're an exciting woman."
"You make me feel good again, already," she beamed; but as
soon as she said it, her countenance faded. It was as if she had said
something she shoudln't have, or had not want to, had said it more
involuntarily than anything else. Silence hung between them for a
while before she spoke, "I really can't stay long, lunch break a\ld':_"
"I know, I know," he nodded. She glanced away as his eyes met
hers. Adjusting her skirt with one hand, she brushed her hair back
with the other.
"Well, are you still going to be that dynamic doctor of English?"
she asked, her eyes blinking.
He remembered when he had told her the first time. "No." He
laughed now to remember it so ."NO, I don't plan to he dynamic
anymore. Just quiet, passive, everyday."
"You'll never be "everyday' at anything. I know you better than
that."
"It's been five years since you knew me." They paused.
She broke the silence. "You haven't changed at all, you know?"
"Yes I have," he disagreed solemnly. "In many ways."
"How then? In what way?" she questioned.
"Don't ask me that." The statement broke the flow of words and
she was once again uneasy and apparently uncomfortable. She glanced
at her watch.
"Well, I should be leaving, I'm afraid. I'll be late."
"You can't stay longer?"
"You don't want me to lose my job, do you?" she said, still
smiling.
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"No, I'm serious."
She looked away from him and rose from the chair. She was
facing the window with her back turned to him. It was a windy day
and leaves were blowing across the yard in whirlpools of flight. The
sky was metal grey and seemed on the verge of spilling rain.
"I can't stay long, Scott," she said, not turning to face him. Her
hands were fumbling together nervously. The she turned to face him
and she looked distressed. "I really can't."
She looked down. "I feel so foolish."
Returning to her seat, she sat opposite him and gazed out the
window. "It's hard to believe you're living here in a house and all. We
don't seem that old yet."
Then she turned to him. "Do you think we're THAT old?" she
asked, trying, but not succeeding to act excited.
"I guess I feel a little older than I really am," he told her. "Too
many books, I guess."
Yes, that's right. I never thought you'd stick with it. The books
and all."
"Well, I have."
"Nobody would have believed you five years ago," she said,
returning to a smile. Taking a deep breath, she fluffed her skirt and
said," Well, I must leave now. I really will be late."
She rose and he went for her coat. "You will come by, your wife
and you, won't you?"
He hesitated before answering, "Perhaps." He slipped the coat
up over her sleeveless anus.
"Saturday?" she asked, fumbling with a button.
"We've plans then. Pehaps some other time."
"Then some day next week."
His hand reached for her arm. She was adjusting her hair. Her
eyes were no longer bright, no longer happy. They were strained, but
still beautfiul.
"Let's don't play, Catherine."
She looked away, unsettled, "Very well," she whispered. Her
teeth bit down into her lower lip. "Scott, please do. Let's be friends at
least." Her shining eyes had turned red.
He looked at her for a moment, then turned away. His hands
found his pockets. She turned from his as he said, "Did you really
expect me to change?"
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He gazed at the beauty of her face, the softeness of her cheeks
which were titlted slightly doward. He reached out to touch her and
turned her face up.
"1 guess not," she managed.
"I'm sorry," he sighed. "1 would expect things."
She looked at him, questioning his eyes. "It's my fault," she said.
"1 guess I wasn't sure."
She turned for the door. "1 don't suppose you'll change your
mind?" She looked to him for an answer, then tipped her head. "No.
1 suppose not."
"I wish it weren't like this, Catherine." His hand reached for her
arm again.
"Scott-" She began to shake her head. "Don't."
She stepped to the door and her hand wrapped around the knob.
He fought to remain silent. "Please forgive me. 1 won't bother you
again," she said. He turned to the window, remembering.
The door shut and he heard the sound of her feet clicking down
the sidewalk. He walked to the door and watched her running for the
car. It's best this way, she said, not looking up. How can it be? But
she had not answered, had turned instead. from him. weaving
through the trees of the park. Leaving him there feeling empty and
alone. The autumn winds blew her hair and her coat flapped behind
her. He wanted to chase her because he did not know how long it
would be until he saw her again. He watched the white, running legs
and her thin, flapping raincoat growing smaller. She was like a child
running home in the rain. And he was a child too; but a child three
years younger than she. He found it hard to believe that it mattered so.
The leaves blew around her like paper kites and he remembered
days in the park spent trying to get the rigs airborne-whole
days
passed running through trees and pasting newspapers to wooden
frames. He turned the knob and threw the door open. Stepping out, he
called to her, called her name amid the swirl of the wind and the
rustle of the leaves against the house.
"CATHERINE! "
But she had already shut herself within the car, and it pulled
away from the curb as if the wind itself had gushed behind it, had
caught it in a current and sent it scurrying off to some unknown
cloud. He remembered losing kites in the wind and the snap of broken
strings. He could smell autumn in the air.
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TO DREAM OR NOT TO DREAM
AL

BERSTED

"Life, yes, it is for those who spend not their time in idle
dreaming ... " Or is it? "Flying through the night, inculcating sight,"
is this but a dream? This paper in front of you, is it only part of
some dream, to disappear in a fog of "was" when dreaming ends?
Is there a difference between a dream at night, smugly warm in
bed, and being "awake?" How does one really know the differencewhich is which? Maybe college is a dream, and tomorrow 1 will
wake up to find ....
Walking down streets of trees and listening to the buzzing of
bees, I walk to a house, and they say, "You louse!" And the next
house: "We don't want you Fuller Brush men walking around in our
neighborhood. Get out of here before 1 call the police." The wind
gently blows my hair, do I dare? To try yet another, this ugly breed
of mother ? Yes, it comes about, this time-" Lazy lout!" And these
words wake me to find ........
"This is a recording. The number you have dialed is not in
service. Click, gazoorrrrr ........" "Damn, what are we gonna do now?
We don't know what's playing at all the fool cinemas, and 1 definitely
am not staying on this campus tonight. Oh, hell." Take a walk, and
we can talk. Stroll to he garden, and I'll ask your pardon. "Am 1 in
a strange mood tonight. 1 feel like taking a walk. You want to do
that?" "Sure, why not." And I awake to find ........
Silent snowfall, obscuring streetlights and far-off fire lights.
"Oh, isn't it beautiful?" "Yea." Floating snow, shimmering low,
touches my face, forms delicate lace. "The snow is sticking to you.
You look funny! " "Yea." Moccasin shoes pad on to Clowes, left
then right, in a silent world of snowing light. "I love to walk in the
snow, don't you?" "Yes, it's nice." Black trees are white trees now.
Bushes and grass in stillness have covers, wherein the summer rested
two lovers. "Look at the trees with snow getting on the branches and
stuff." "Yea, it's nice." And a single snowflake awoke me to find ........
Summer sun, between bushes and trees, plays on fleas, who raise
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us to say, "Thank God the campus fuzz didn't find us like this. We
shouldn't have fallen asleep." Sun-splattered green bushes bend away
as she pushes. "Let's go, come on, I'm late, I've got to get to class."
Books and papers: acolytes with tapers, pretending schools, playing
by their rules. "I must, get there on time. Hurry up!" Sun slides down,
behind the town, steeple bells ring, the congregation sings, and this
wakes me to find .....".
Pencil and paper, a worn down eraser. An English theme, and
a bathroom full of steam. Writing now, I'm back where I started.
My, how my mind has darted. Now which, 1 ask, is real or not? They
all are, and they all are not. And as I wake 1 think.
.
Dreaming is reality while it is being dreamed, unreality while
awake. "Reality" is reality now while awake, but it is unreality while
dreaming. As we do not remember well the last night's dreams we
do not remember this time while awake. So maybe, who knows, we
are "dreaming" now, to wake up to a different reality when next we
dream. Maybe being awake is the dream; maybe this whole life is
only a dream. In three minutes 1 might wake up in a different galaxy,
experiencing this life only as a figment of my computer's imagination;
maybe this whole world exists only in my imagination. Who really
knows, for sure?

A POEM
MARTHA MOLDT

Love dies, Martha.
He said.
And she, who clutched at Love
As the one constant in a tumbling world
Let go
And watched it spin away
Out of sight; an empty vessel,
Once full, once fragrant,
Carried for too long as an anchor
Attached to nothing.
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COLD
BEN

Cold.
Burns my nose,
my cheeks,
my fingers,
frosts my breath,
and stings my eyes.
I. Lights shining
on a winter night
stare through the
icy blackness,
and people stare
at them
in turn
with blurred and
watering gazes
quietly thinking,
wondering,
asking themselves
questions
forced upon them
by the lights.
II. In winter
I walk
with my hands
in my pockets
and my elbows
hugging against my ribs.
The crisp air
bites against
my nostrils,
and I remember
times lost
in warmer arms.

Mcavov
III. I see faces,
cold faces,
pass by me
quickly
without ever
glancing up,
wearing cold smiles,
blank expressions,
and always vacant eyes,
their features
burnt upon
their faces
with some
grim and horrid
lronscars set there
forever.
IV. Nothing is honest
any more,
not even
childhood.
Christmas is gone,
prostituted,
clothed in tinsel,
great and ostentatious,
led around
the nation
on a leash
and stored away
after a long
and thorough
milking.
Children too,
are shackled

~~~----
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and led quickly

our children

to the marketplace,

that it is wrong

sheathed with

for men to cry?

dubious values
and taught
to buy
(but mostly sell)
and shown that
everything
has its price.
Mommy and Daddy
wall them in
and tell them
how,
and when
to smile
and love,
then let them go,
off in search
for happiness.
The children go
and never speak
to strangers
and do their best
to hide their feelings
and are always
on their guard
against love,
and charity.
Too late,
they find themselves
left out
in the cold.

v.

What greater sign
is there
of our dishonesty
than that we teach

VI. Sometimes
it seems
as if there is
just winter
for us all.
We walk
with hands
in pockets
while the cold
burns our noses
and stings our hearts
until
they are numb,
and we
stare back
at lights
while dreaming of some
'favorite warmth
and maybe ask ourselves
if any of it matters
any more.
Cold,
comes, and stays,
and I must go
dive into it
and beat it for a time,
knowing that
whenever I want
I can draw away,
cast off the cold
and pull myself
still closer
to the warm.

~~-
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CHAPTER I: THE UNFINISHED AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF CLIVE RAGBORN, POP SINGER
BONNIE

BUITTON

"Cor, Clive, don't be such an absolute beast," the Human Bone
wailed for the millionth time.
"Go wash the soot from your eyes and fix your hair," I told my
sister, hanishing her to the hathroom. "You look like a Soho reject,"
I yelled as an afterthought.
Lesly is just sixteen, and hecause she is my sister, she sometimes
thinks I can snap my fingers to heckon other pop singers to throw
themselves at her feet. Being a top celehrity in the pop music world
has its advantages, hut the Tom Joneses and Paul McCartneys don't
peddle their relatives off on me so I try to return the favor.
Besides, the poor girl looks as though she's just returned from a
forced labor camp, she's so thin. I thought that a year in an exclusive
girl's finishing school in Switzerland would plump her up a bit with
all that hiking and eating cheese. Instead, it's left her with very
expensive tastes after living with the daughters of rich and famous
people.
Since you've gotten this far, you're probably wondering what
the hloody hell is going on and what it is that I'm writing ahout.
In my spare time, which is very spare, I run a hookshop as a secondary
diversion, just in case the hottom falls out of pop. My sister actually
does most of the paperwork and handles ninety-nine percent of the
husiness since I am on tour most of the year, and she is out of school.
Our store is stocked with one-of-a-kind books and old manuscripts, plus an assortment of current hest sellers. You can find our
place if you can find PicadilIy, and anyone in London can help you
with that. Look for us on St. James Street, in a tall building with a
weatherbeaten sign (which is actually new, but we wanted something
authentic looking) that says "Dead End." When you find that, you'll
know you're here.
As I said, we deal in one-of-a-kind hooks, and that is precisely
what this is. I haven't decided yet whether I shall give my book
some sordid title such as "The True Confessions of a Pop Music
Artist" or the "Life and Times of Clive Ragborn." I could go cultural
I suppose and call it a "Midsummer's Ragborn," but anyroad, you
are reading it under whatever title it has assumed and that is all
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that matters.
At this moment for all you trrvia fanciers, I stand 6'1" without
my Beatle boots, despite all the the rubbish put about by my manager
who claims I am 6'5" in my stockings.
My head is nicely covered with a generous amount of dark brown
hair, and just above my nose are eyes, which of course come in a pair
and are also dark brown.
Girls have called me devilishly handsome, cute, sort of a cross
between David Niven and Peter O'Toole, and even cuddly, depending
upon the rapture of the girl and my position on her list of favorite
singers. To be honest, I am just another extraordinarily handsome
chap with hetter than average looks.
But that wasn't always true. I started life as a horrible, red
squealing infant, completely bald except for two little strips of wispy
light brown hair scattered caressly across my pate.
My first appearance was made at a small hospital outside of
London on Guy Fawkes day, 194,3. The Jerries chose that precise
moment as I entered the world to bomb the hospital, and I can still
see the nurses and doctors running for shelter, pushing, carrying and
shoving patients toward the sheltered areas as bomb fragments tore
through the wards.
Naturally I hegan to cry, as anyone with a hit of sense in his
noggin would do in a situation like that. The mess was enough to
scare anyone, hut what I really ohjected to was the terrihly large
woman in charge of me who for some unexplained reason insisted on
trying to smother me as she crawled with me under a bed to escape
the bomhs.
As I was unable at the time to understand the language she was
speaking, I tried to get through to the woman by a sort of kicking
Morse Code which she simply couldn't grasp. The most humiliating
part of the ordeal was that having recently arrived in the world, my
wardrobe was a bit on the tacky side. Nothing chic, to say the least.
In fact, at that very moment. I didn't have a stitch of clothes on
my hack. Not that I'm a prude or anything, hut babies have just as
many rights as anyone. (Of course, if anyone asked me to do a nude
scene today, I'd prohably ask him to step outside.)
After a little while, the bombs stopped falling and I was returned
to my mother, who seemed quite pleased to see me. She wasn't exactly
as I had imagined her, but I felt that with a little love and patience
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she would do nicely. I squealed at her a few times, but she was as
dense as the others when it came to interpreting my speech.
People kept mentioning someone called "his father" to my
mother, and when they did I could feel her tremble. After a while I
became quite curious to know who this "father" person was, though
anyone who could make my mother cry at the mention of his name
didn't seem to be the type of chap I'd want hanging about.
Just before we left for home, Father came to the hospital to see
us. He was very young, about my mother's age.
He told the nurse his name was Michael Palmer, which I thought
was quite a coincidence, since that was my name too, before I changed
it to Clive Ragborn. The chap told my nurse that he was on leave to
see his new son, and she mumbled something in that silly language of
her's and left my father alone with mother.
Father was wearing a uniform, which I guessed to be the uniform
of His Majesty's Royal Navy, since I had seen others like it drifting
through the hospital. Mother seemed pleased that this man had come
to take us home. At least she similed and laughed more than she
had since we'd been there.
When Father saw me he began exclaiming over my tiny size.
I suppose he didn't remember that once he had been a six pound
weakling himself. But what was even more amazing, he didn't know
my age. I wasn't just a few days old, as he kept remarking, but a full
nine months plus. They never did learn, and insisted upon celebrating
my birthday on the wrong day until I corrected them.
Our first home was a tiny flat in Kensington, a suburb of
London. Dad had to leave Mum and me to get back to the war, but
he promised to come back to us as soon as it was over. Mum was
really sad when he left, and cried a lot, but I did my best to cheer
her through the lonely days.
CHAPTER II: THE CONTINUING STORY OF CLIVE RAGBORN,
POP SINGER, AND EXHIBITIONIST EXTRAODINAIRE
After she had sufficiently recovered from my entrance into the
world, Mum had to return to her job in the factory to help support
the family. Like dad, she was doing her part for the war effort,
working in a munitions factory nine hours each day, including
Saturday.
Luckily for me, there was a Grandmum to take care of me while
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Mum was away. She was a sweet old thing of about sixty-five or so,
and her antics kept me in stitches.
We spent endless hours taking walks in my pram along a quiet
little stream which ran near our home. Lots of other mothers and
nannies did the same, and we were continually making new friends.
While the mothers and nannies caught up on the latest gossip, we of
the bottle set exchanged friendly cries and nods.
The days passed quickly with Grandmum, and within a few
months she had me up and about, taking shaky steps as she held my
hand. That was her big mistake.
. I have always been the curious sort, and this was just the case
at ten months when I first began to walk around without her aid.
Grandmum was getting up in years and wasn't quite as active as she
could have been, and I fear I must have been quite a strain on her
health.
There was nothing else to do with me but buy a harness for our
afternoon walks, since Grandmum couldn't walk to the park all
scrunched over, and I wasn't about to be carried like a baby. To say
the least, it was a bit humiliating to be led around like a dog, on their
eye level, but it wasn't half bad since there were so many of us running
around with our harnesses looking for all the world like hairless
puppies.
Father came home only once during that time, but when he did,
he brought a dog, a Dalmatian I think it was, that he said would be
my pet. Never having had a pet before I wasn't quite sure what to do
with it, but Grandmum fed it and showed me how to take a brush
and make his hair all smooth.
Dally grew lots faster than I did, and within a few months I was
riding him around the park to the envious looks of all my friends.
But a boy and his dog are soon parted, and the time came when the
flat got too small for the four of us, and Dally had to go.
I then focused my attention on a goldfish which was purchased
to console me over the loss of Dally. I took fiendish delight in
grabbing the poor little fish by the tail and pulling him out of the
water to see how long he could survive. Actually I thought I was
doing him a service, since I had tried putting my own head in his
bowl and found the air preferable to his water.
One day I did it a bit too often and when I put him back in the
bowl he sort of floated up to the top on his side. His tail stopped
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moving and he closed his mouth but his eyes stayed open. That's
why I wasn't too worried, until I returned a few hours later and found
that he was still on his side. I buried him at sea the next day in the
apartment house's community bathtub.
Here in England not everyone is fortunate enought to have a
private bath, so tenats must share. Mrs. Orville Standish, who occupied
the flat across from ours was getting ready to take a bath, so she
turned the water on, then left the room for a moment to get a towel
that she'd forgotten.
Grandmum had dozed off while I slept in my crib, or so she
thought. I was able to crawl over the side and slip down to the floor
without awakening her. I then proceeded to recover my fish who had
been floating overnight in his bowl and opened the door of the flat. I
made my escape down the hall to the bathroom and when I heard the
water running, went in to investigate.
Just before Mrs. Standish returned, I dumped in my fish and
made a quick exit. The light was very dim and apparently she didn't
notice Goldy floating about in the tub. She stepped right in, saw the
fish floating past and screamed.
Another neighbor, hearing the cry for help, rushed right in without knocking, and was promptly smacked across the face with a wet
towel. To this day the man will not speak to me if we meet on the
street.
Within the next year my father returned home from the war. He
looked much older than he had the last time I had seen him, and there
were new medals hanging from his chest. Mother didn't care about
the medals or the lines which had been added to his face, just that he
had come home in one piece.
We had some jolly times now that father was stationed in London
and could be home most of the time. There were many things the two
of us could do that Mum and Grandmum had never thought of.
Soccer matches were a favorite place to spend a Sunday afternoon, although at that time I didn't really know why all those men
were trying to kill the ball and each other. There was also the zoo
where we discovered all sorts of strange animals together, and in
Brighton where we spent the summer holiday there were rides and
marvelous shows.
Brighton, ah yes, that's here I met my first true love. We were
both four, free of worries and shoes and madly in love with ourselves,
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each other and the world. She was a real looker, a tiny blond with
blue eyes bluer than the sea in which we played. As a token of my
affection I gave her my best seashell, and we exchanged addresses.
Unfortunately, neither of us could write, and so our love was doomed
from the start.
Like all childhoods, mine was too short, and subsequently I
was packed off to boarding school. Not that I really minded going
away to school since Father was off with the Navy again and Mum
was getting ready to provide me with a sibling.
At school I became a real cut-up, always one of the regular
fellows. The principal and I were in constant touch, and after a while
he began to loathe the sight of me. We never really ~ame to blows
nor did he threaten me with explusion since my marks were high
and I was ranked as one of the outstanding six-year-old soccer
players in all of England.
Then my sister, the Human Bone arrived, and for the first time
in my life I was not the only dear little thing in my parents eyes.
It could have caused trouble and should have, but we got off magnificiently from the start.
For the next few years I remained at Winton's, and then later
settled at Dingle Vale where I met a chap named Richard Starkey.
He was a sickly little chap, not the sort you'd expect much from in
later life, but we got along well, and I was sorry when he left for good.
At sixteen I had found school not to my liking, so I quite to find
my place in the world. Unemployed, uneducated, I cast about at odd
jobs until I finally settled as a fish porter.
It was depressing really, looking into the blank eyes of hundreds
of fish each day. Just try it once. The smell wasn't exactly to my
liking either.
At the tender age of seventeen I was attending a local dance with
one of the several birds I happened to be chatting up. We'd been to a
pub before, and I'd gotte!l a little high-high
mind you, not drunk.
As they did each week, the hall's promoters were holding their talent
search, so fearless Michael Palmer, J1'. staggered onto the stage and
belted out a soulful rendition of "Does Your Chewing Gum Lose It's
Flavor?"
"And tell us sir, what's the name again?" the smiling MC asked.
"Clive Ragborn," I lied.
And so the budding career of Clive Ragbon was launched.
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THE SEA IS
ARLENE

VIDOR

an overwhelming wash
of blue-green
brine.
Fizzing
crackling
overpowering
coating the shoreline
at amazing velocity
then retreating backwards
to blend with
a torrent
of azurean confusion,
A colossal build-up;
A chaotic breakdown
of foaming, hissing
milk.
Far off shore
penetrating blueness
of depth is
livid with mystery
as
great pools swell
to envelope me
in an essence of motion,
The Sea
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SELF -APPRAISAL
MARY

SCHMANK

Gazing across the black waves of the ocean, my searching eyes
can find no trace of land. The waters reach and grasp at an invisible
form somewhere beyond my comprehension. Looking up, I see the
moon and the stars stretching across the endless night sky. To the
right and to the left are the infinite grains of sand which decorate
the ocean shore and extend in all directions to a point beyond human
vision. Glancing down, I see swirling waters caressing my two sandcovered feet, and I can look down my arms to my fingertips. And I
can reach up to touch the top of my head, and know that this is all of
me. I am small, and the vast universe envelops me in its greatness.
Ten minutes ago I was quite an important human being. In
the company of fellow humans I could state requests, give orders,
and know that I would be listened to. We were all proud as we
sat around in our smug, little group and discussed the power of
mankind. Someone even emphasized the strength of the individual,
and we all simi led complacently. We were all very big in our pride,
and very moved by our newly inspired readiness to overhaul the world.
However, since it was very late and the world would certainly wait
another day for its salvation, my companions went to bed. Perhaps
they dreamed of great conquests and victorious battles of individuality.
But I could not sleep. I was stifled and confused by all this talk of
individual strength. Outside, the ocean roared, and I knew I needed
to breathe.
Now, before this boundless universe, I stand naked, stripped of
my individual worth, powerless in my humanity. And in my mind I
can see lands far across the ocean where men are starving. I see
lands where deaths are as numerous as the grains of sand beneath
my feet, and the ocean waves carry to me the futile pleas of their
peoples, Were I to summon up all my individual strength and all my
will, I still could do nothing. Man is powerless against the universe,
and one human being is only a grain of sand on the ocean shore.
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In a little while I will join my companions, and maybe I, too,
will dream as they do of great personal conquests. But I feel I feel I
have gained in this, my new understanding of self. Whatever I may
do in life will be done as well as I can do it. Yet I can realize that, in
comparison to the universe, a human being is a very small thing.
And after all, I am only human.
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depot
DAN

BREWER

the love i made with your mind paralyzed my feelings
until the next time.
i saw you i didn't.
looking at the grass
stop.
reading a poem
stop.
playing with the little children discovering what life is;
little children.
turn.
to you
i wanted to
look at
read to
play with.
just minutes before beside a pillar i became aware of
someone's presence.
not yet ready i drove into a circle
to return
to pillars
and your presence.
we became a slow motion movie
coming closer
and closer
unto the zero point. the point of magnetism.
attracted
to one another.
time became a pressure point.
two hours of mind
to your parting
the starting of our relationship took
a second.
just long enough to create life
or end life.
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the intelligence outlasted my own
the feelings of life were thrown into the wind
never again to hear
except
in the haunting of memory
always much sweeter than it really was.
and you really were.

SOARING
EDWAHD

L.

WILLIAMS

there have been times
when i was jealous of god
for making the sand dunes.
and other times
i loved him for it.
there have been times
when i was jealous of susan
turning away,
and othes times
i loved her for it.
but i've always
been jealous of the sea gulls
soaring through wind,
their shining wings
spread across the waves.
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SOURDOUGH'S PLACE
MARTHA MOLDT

I don't guess it's every kid that gets to spend a night at Old Dead
Sourdough's place. I'm really pretty lucky, I guess. I mean, most
kids' parents are very restrictive--real uptight about letting their
experience if he's going to be a world famous writer someday. Some
kids's parents are very restrictive-real
uptight about letting their
little darling go someplace where he might get a hair on his dear
head bent out of round or something.
Like Bert's mom, for instance. Bert Littlefield. He's my best
friend. My mom laughs because Bert's so short and skinny-he'd
be
fatter I guess except that he runs around all the time like somebody
wound up his mainspring too tight. He talks all the time, too. Sometimes I just have to turn him off. You know-go read a book or
something. It doesn't bother Bert, though. He keeps burbling on
and on, just like somebody was listening all the time. I've got to
admit, most of the time he has good ideas. I get a lot of my plots out of
Bert. If you can stand the jabber long enough, you find out that Bert
is really a very creative guy. But his mother ...
she's about as
sensitive as a dead rat! My mom laughs at us because Bert and I are
such a crazy combination. I guess she has got a point-I'm
tall and
sort of fat (Mom says to say "stocky"), and I'd rather have my nose
in a book than almost anything, but Bert and me--we do ok. I get
into some reall y good experiences with Bert.
In my family, see, you got to be creative. Mom sculpts, and
Dad's an architect. Even my rotten little sister is an "artist"-she
thinks so, anyway. Me--I am going to be a famous writer, so I'm
lucky to have parents that understand how I need some experience
of life before I can really be good at writing. Right now, I just
finished this book, Turn of the Screw, which is this really neat
spook story. Boy, it is great! Old Henry James can really pour
on the atomospere! I never read such neat atomosphere! I like to
write ghost stories. I make them up and then sneak into my dumb
sister's room at night and tell her the stories. Boy, it really scares the
heck out of her! She won't tell Mom on me, though, because if she
does-no more stories. The creepy kid likes being scared. She even
believes all that stuff!
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My ghost stories have a lot of blood and guts in them, but I
never thought about atmosphere before. That's the way to do a ghost
story, boy! Psych 'em all up with atmosphere first, see, and then
slap 'em with the blood and guts!
Anyway, to do it right, I need to soak a while in some atmosphere
myself which is why, under the circumstances, Mom said I could spend
overnight at Old Sourdough's, only she further stipulated that someone
like Bert had to do it with me, so now I got a real problem.
See, Bert's mom isn't creative or anything, and she doesn't
understand why Bert and me just have to do this overnight thing.
She says no dice: Bert can't go, he's too young. Jeez, we're both
twelve, already, and we've been out in the wilds, for pete's sake, for
days at a time! I mean, a five day camp out isn't just nothing! Bert's
old lady says well, that was with the Boy Scouts, and we were with an
adult leader. Well cripe, Mr. Jennings does a good job in his basement, but he's a complete zilch in the woods
Last time we took
a hike, he lost the only map we had and guess who had to find the
way home after we got completely lost? WE do all the work on those
campouts anyway, but Bert's mom still says no.
So now what I guess I have got to do is tell a lie to Mom. Well
cripe, a writer has got to get his experiences, and actually ....when
you get right down to it....a lie can be a pretty creative thing.
Bert and me have this blood-pact. I mean, one of us will never,
never snitch on the other and we will help the other out no matter
what. So I can depend on Bert to leave the phone off the hook in case
my nosy mother calls his house tonight, because I am going to tell
her that Bert can go with me, even if he can't, so I can get to Old
Sourdough's place myself.
As a matter of fact, Bert's going to sneak out and join me after
his parents go to bed. He said he would bring his alarm clock so's he
can know when to get back home before his dad gets up in the morning.
The thing about Sourdough's house, see---h has got atmosphere!
Boy, it is really neat! I mean, it is completely spooky!
First off, it sits out in this deserted field all by itself. There are
a couple of big old dark pine trees around the front door, but the
rest of the field is all overgrown grass and vines and stuff and this
old house just sort of looms-up out of the grass, like, and then when
you come up to the front door ........see, you come in off the back road
by this old driveway that used to make a loop up to the house only
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it's all grown up with thistles and briers now, and you have to be
real careful-there's just enough gravel left on it to make a little path
to follow. Anyway, you corne up by the front door, and there's this
place sort of crouching under these five or six humungous pine trees
that lean over the front doorway and the second story roof.
The only thing that is taller than the trees is a big old tower
stuck onto the front of the house with this round window right in the
middle of its roof. Bert says it's some kind of a French roof to have
a window in it like that, and it goes up for a while just like a regular
roof would, but all of a sudden it goes flat on top
.like somebody
chopped off its head or something. Anyhow, this window sits in the
tower roof above the pine trees and looks out over the driveway
like the evil eye. It's not too bad in the daytime except for when the
sun hits the glass
it makes the tower look like it's squinting at
you
but at night, it makes this bottomless hole, like the tower is
blind-only you still feel like it can see you, if you know what I mean.
People say that the tower is where Old Man Sourdough't ghost
is. He's supposed to wail around the tower and yell "Go awa-a-ay!
Go awa-a-ay!" at people, Janie Schaeffer says she saw him once, but
Janie-well, you know. First off, she's a dumb girl, so she goes into
hysterics at any old thing, and second off, she's herself, which means
anything you say, old dumb Schaeffer has just got to top it. She's a
real creep!
You got to be scientific about things. Everything has an explanation. After all, this is the twentieth century and nobody but stupid
broads like Jane believes in ghosts anymore anyway. Right? Right!
Bert and me, we figure the wailing is because of the wind. There's
lots of lose shingles up on that tower roof and probably a few holes
too, and the wind just whistles right through
.It does sound pretty
spooky. Bert and me, however, just don't happen to believe in spooks
ourselves.
You can cut through the field by the cement factory and come
up kind of on the back of the house, but the field is full of prickerbushes and wild grape vines that hang onto your shoes, and there's
an old well somewhere that isn't covered over. Some kid fell in it
about ten years ago and drowned before anybody even missed him, so
Bert and me, we don't go by that way very often, People say that the
drowned kid's spook hangs out around the well-hole, but of course,
Bert and I· don't believe that kind of scunge. It's just that cutting
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through the field is a lot harder than following the driveway. Takes
more time, too-it really does.
Anyway, the poor old house looks so sick and miserable all by
itself from the back. You can't see the trees especially, and that darn
tower has an eye--I mean, you know
another round windowon the back of its roof, too
and that field is all open-no trees,
no nuthin'
Not that it bothers me and Bert any naturally, but
some kids (I won't mention names) so.ru. kids feel like there's no
place to hide.
The spook story that goes with the house is this: see, Old Man
Sourdough was a prospector back more than a hundred years ago.
I guess he got in on the California gold run, first of all, but he didn't
do too well at it. So then he disappeared for about five years or so and
nobody knows what happened, but he comes home, see, (this was his
home town-his dad was some big deal here-president of the bank, or
mayor, or something) and what do you know but he's rich as a pig!
People say most likely he prospected in Alaska and struck it rich,
but Bert and I think different in view of later developments and
events. I think he joined a band of train-and-bank robbers, like the
James Brothers, and he robbed himself rich. Then, naturally, he holed
up with a friendly tribe of Indians or something until the heat was
off. Bert says no, he bets the old guy joined in on some of the smuggling that was going on off the California coast and then skipped out to
Mexico until it got safe to come home. At any rate, nobody really
knows because Sourdough never said how he got rich to anyone.
Anyway he was sure rolling in money when he came home again.
He was real proud of himself and expecting to marry this girl he'd
been dating before he left to prospect, only she had up and married
this other guy in the meantime. Well it wouldn't have bothered me
any-what's
one old girl more or less? But Sourdough was sort of
broken up about it-although
you'd think a guy who had done neat
things like panning for gold in the Old West, and robbing trains and
neat stuff like that wouldn't get all that sloppy so as to fall apart over
one crummy girl. Well he had this house built for him and his girl,
but since she wasn't his girl any more, he moved in by himself and
became a sort of hermit.
The really neat part is that one night, somebody came to the
house and croaked Old Sourdough off because of his gold, which he
kept somewhere in his house. They slit his throat and stabbed him in
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the gut and ransacked his house, only the didn't find all the gold
because they came back again six months later after Old Sourdough
was buried and everything. Bert and me, we figure the murderers
were from Sourdough's old robbing or smuggling gang out for revenge
and the gold.
The house was all empty after Sourdough died. See, Sourdough
didn't have a will or anything, so the house just stood there with
nobody in it, and the weeds grew up and the vines began to creep
around the lawn, and the windows got broken and the paint began to
peel. One night (it was dark and windy and rainy), the two murderers
came back to get more gold, and they jimmied open the front door,
which creaked upon its hinges. And they sneaked up the creaking
stairs, and crept down the hall, which had these floorboards that
squeaked at every step they took! All of a sudden they stopped! They
could hear a creaking behind them like somebody else was in the
house-you know? So they quick ran up into the tower to hide, hut
the creak came right up after them, like this-e-cr-r-re-e-eak! cr-r-re-eeak! And it went RIGHT THROUGH THE DOOR! Without even
stopping!
So the next morning they found one guy smashed dead on the
front lawn where he had landed after he jumped out of the eye in the
tower, and the other guy was huddled in a corner of the tower-room,
and he was off his nut
jabbering away about hlood and guts
and spooks. And so now people say the first guy haunts the tower too,
along with Old Dead Sourdough.
They say you can see lights flashing and flickering in the tower
window and it sounds like a fight is going on and then a ball of cool
green fire comes failing and howling out of the window. It floats
down through the pine trees and explodes when it touches the ground.
Me and Bert discussed that story this morning. Bert says he bets
what happened was that the first murderer pushed the second guy out
the tower window so he would have Sourdough's gold all to himself.
Then the Creak came and scared the other guy off his nut.
"Oh come off it," I said to Belt scornfully, "you don't think there
was a real Creak do you? I thought you didn't believe in spooks," I
said scornfully.
Well Bert looked kind of thoughtful for a while and he said that
spooks were one thing and for himself, no he didn't believe in spooks
and that kind of junk, but you know, Creaks are something else.
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Everybody's heard a Creak or two and how do you know what's
making the Creak, especially in Old Dead Sourdough's house?
Well, I said dripping scorn from my voice like acid, what with
Sourdough and the kid in the well and the guy who jumped out of the
tower it probably gets pretty crowded over there around the dark
of the moon, and maybe we wouldn't get much sleep. Besides
.
That's right, said Bert suddenly, it is! He looked sort of funnylike he wanted to throw up.
What is? I asked. Halloween?
N-no, said Bert. The dark of the moon. It's tonight!
Well, I said, I can see that you are turning chicken on me, and
I will have to go by myself. Bert said no, wait a minute, actually he
wasn't scared at all, but he was going to have to ask his mom's permission to go because you know how women are about that kind of
thing
And that's when Bert's mom said we were too young to go.
Bert sure looked relieved about being too young to go
.1 bet
that fink was glad his mother said he couldn't go! I bet he's happy
he gets to stay home tonight.
Come to think-I even bet he won't
sneak out late to come over tonight at all, and I'll be left alone
.
I'll have to have my experience by myself!
Well, let him chicken out! He'll miss out on the atmoshpere is all.
I'll just go and stay
all night.
by myself
all alone
just
me and Old Sourdough and the drowned kid and the murderer-ha
ha
ha. That's a joke, really it is. I don't believe in all that stuff. Boy, I
didn't think old yellow-belly Bert did either
.
'Course, now I'm really going to have to tell a whopper to Mom.
I mean, before, it was only half a lie because Bert was really going to
be there part of the night at least, now it's a lie the whole night long.
Wow, if Mom finds out, I'm in big trouble! Some moms, like Mrs.
Littlefield, oh they'll put on this big act-you know, like their little
angel broke their heart au"d all like that. Gee, Bert's mom can really
carry on-I mean, she has got her act down to a science. My mom
isn't the heartbroken type though, she'll whack you one instead. Hard
to. There isn't a one of 'em likes to be lied to.
Actually
well, actually, I think maybe I'll just put this thing
off for a while. I mean just postpone it a little, not drop it or anything
....... .1 mean I'm not going to chicken out or anything like that but
there's no point in getting myself in hot water, is there?
.1 mean
it's obvious old Bert isn't goint to get up enough guts to come
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tonight and while I'm not scared to go by myself-heck
I don't
believe in any old Creak-e-still, my mom packs a pretty good whallop
when she gets mad. I'm not afraid of ghosts, see-just
of corporal
punishment ha ha (another joke) .
Maybe I'll even tell old chicken-heart that I did go........Hey, yeah,
and I'll say I saw the Creak and everything! Heck, I can drum up
some atmosphere. Who needs to stay in an old spook house anyway?
I can whip up my own spooks! Yeah, I'll tell Bert I saw the murderer
jump out the window ........no, I'll say the Creak pushed him out!
Neat! That little crybaby'll turn green! He'll turn split-pea soup
green!

...

...

*

*

*

Well, jeeze, I saw old Bert in school today and I said, "Hey,
where were you last night? I thought you were going to come out to
Sourdough's place with me? Boy, did you miss a good show!
"Boy," I said, "was it spooky! I was bedded down in the tower,
see, when right n the stroke of midnight-RIGHT
ON THE FIRST
STROKE, I heard footsteps coming up the stairs! Then there was
this noise-s-like cr-re-eak, cr-r-re-eak l And this sort of moan started
up and the footsteps ran up the tower stairs!
"Well," I told Bert, "I hid behind this big chair up there, and
pretty soon this weird ball of light kind of squeezed right through
the door! And all the time the Creak was moaning itself right up
the stairs! And the light-ball started bouncing off the walls like it
wanted to escape only it didn't know where to go!
"And then," I said slowly, "then I saw the Creak! It came right
on through the door, just like the light-ball did but only this Creak
was a real like spook!
"It was this man, see, and his hair was all green and moldy;
and his eyeballs were hanging out halfway down his face--but they
were still looking all around; and blood was dripping out his mouth
and out of this big slit in his throat and onto his clothes which were
all bloody and ripped up and kind of hanging off of his body in
shreds; and there was another slit in his stomach, and his guts were
all hanging out of it.
"And he had these big hairy hands," I said, "and they were
dripping with blood and guts and stuff, and he stretchd them out
toward the light-ball and the poor old light-ball sort of shrieked and
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screeched but the Creak grabbed it and threw it out the tower's eyes
and it gave this awful yell as it fell to the waiting earth below!"
Boy, I really poured it on! Old Bert's eyes got round and his
mouth dropped open and he said, "What happened then?"
"Why," I said casually with a flick of my hand, "why the last
stroke of midnight struck then and everything vanished and it was all
dark and quiet again, so I just came out from behind the chair and
rolled up in my sleeping bag and went right off to sleep.
"It's too bad you chickened out of coming," I added sarcastically;
you' sure missed a real show."
Bert just looked at me, kind of disgusted.
"I didn't chicken out," he said. "I got to Sourdough's just about
eleven and I poked around for about half an hour, but I couldn't find
you anyplace so I went up to the tower and stayed there until my
alarm clock went off in the morning."
"Never heard a sound the whole night long," Bert said.

PANTOMIME
EDWARD

L.

WILLIAMS

i remember when all the children laughed,
and the laughs were ours;
and she was cinderella
and i was peter pan ...
and that was all there was to life.
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A GLOBAL PURSUIT
EDWAHD

L.

WILLIAMS

What curse befell your soul in youth's first bloom
That you would chart the seas by night's dim stars,
And steer your ship beneath inconstant moon
To lands of blind illusion held afar?
What spear first frightened love from out its nest?
What demon sent it whirling off in space,
Till like the nightingale, you bled at breast,
The blood of which my love could not efface?
When in that hour your dream you dying claim,
And chaste eternity, her welcome veils
In shrouds of ghostlike phantasy; when pain
To blizzards white and wild departs with hell,
Oh, gently mark the voyage you have made
That by your corpse my heart be also laid.
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THE TREE-CHILD
KATHY

DAVISON

He started as a young two-winged green creature of the air,
whirling and spinning, up and down; freed from his parents' grip
the child danced in his freedom for a few hours. Then he settled
slowly to the ground, in a place among dry, crunchy leaves, violet
roots, and soft, brown earth. The weather turned cold; white powder
from the skies covered the leaves and the roots and the tree-child,
and incubated them all in silvery splendor. The snow went away, and
ill its place came water and ooze; and then dry winds and sunshine.
And the tree-child discovered he was changing: his wings were gone,
his body had tiny arms and legs, that grew longer every day, his
shell-skin was splitting, and his body was swelled with moisture and
energy.
As the days passed the tree-child got bigger. His many limbs got
longer, his body fatter. He grew and grew, every day finding new
things about the area he lived in. He discovered the violet roots had
purple children; there were lots of little yellow cup-children; one day
he saw another tree-child, with whom he had contests to see who
could reach the farthest, or who could srretch his neck the farthest, or
who could see the most. The roses and violets and buttercups passed,
and the leaves fell, and more green creatures were freed to fall to the
ground all around the tree-child. He felt the cold winds and knew
that the second winter of his life was coming.
The first years passed in a pattern of sleeping under the snow;
waking and growing under the rain and sun; and succumbing to
autumn's partial death. Eventually the tree-child became aware of
other trees much like himself, only some were bigger, some were
smaller. The nearest one was a young tree-lady of beautiful proportions. She was a mother to the younger trees: she showed them
where to put their roots and how to drink the water that was in the
ground and how to make leaves green, and all the other things a
young tree needs to know. She was very fond of the young trees,
but her favorite was the tree-child. He was closest to her; in fact
sometimes she would reach down with her long arms and hide him,
or protect him from thunderstorms and snowstorms. Her roots
and his intertwined under the ground, soaking up water with its
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life-giving food. They lived in a beautiful harmony through the years
of the tree-child's maturation.
The tree-child became a young adult. The love between him and
the tree-lady changed from mother and son to man and woman.
Their ages mattered little: they were so close physically and mentally
an inseparable bond formed between them. Day and night, rain, sun
and snow, all the year r~und they loved. Their arms grew among
each other's, and their feet followed the same paths in their search
for food. Because she was older and bigger, the woman's body seemed
to surround him, keeping out the strong winds. She strove so hard
to protect him that he hardly saw any sunlight or felt any rain on his
leaves. She guided his thirsty feet with her own, but because hers
were bigger, they drank most of the water themselves. But the younger
tree was so overcome by love he could not see these things.
The tree-youth grew paler as time passed. His leaves were thirsty
from lack of water, and his body ached from dryness. Without sunlight he could not make food. He was slowly dying. His love for the
woman overshadowed the pain of his crackling body. The couple lived
on in beautiful bliss, aware only of each other and the tremendous
happiness they felt. She grew stouter and taller in her joy; he grew
hardly at all, and his leaves were brown instead of green. His branches
broke off in the slightest breeze, though the woman tried to cover him.
She slowly became aware that he was dying, though she did not know
why, or what she could for for him. He knew it soon, too, but he never
complained of the agony. They continued their love-filled existence"
never speaking of death.
Winter came again; then spring, the starter of new life. But this
year there were no buds on the tree-man's fingertips. There was no
awakening of new life in his body, for there was no life left in it.
REAL-TIME ROADS
AL
Long city pavement
repaired in a picture
by men in tar and
coveralls
lone city pavement

BERSTED

painted green
never seen
for the mud
that spurts
bloodless grass
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and everyone knows
tinted green concrete
is not grass ...
but full of glass.
Basket ...
and on the seventh day
the young lad rested
after basketball
solitaire
in a nine foot
cross-fenced-in
schoolyard
of gray bricks
and putrid air
and this isn't grass
or life, either.
Ether on a rag
the world floats
away
cars driving

alone

or together
stopping
at a stoplight
and sipping a little gas
like fine connoisseurs
of bad food

"0, i like pure or shell"
"but, ford,
standard's ethyl is,
by far, the best"
they leave with noise
and smoke
they leave death.
The pigeon hobbled
fell, hobbled
fell,
and was still
death put its arm around
the old threadbare man

watching
and he clutched at his heart
and died
and dried
in the sun.
The city pavement lengthens
making room for one more
stretching its arms out
encircling with its tentacles
that radiate everywhere
closing in on life
on
life
again.
A rat crawls
among Sani-City
refuse containers
in the alley
behind the tenement
where a small child
sleeps
the rat is joined
by others
and they partake
of an open window
invitation
and eat
life.
Life for some is short
for some not
but, for most
it is in forsaking
city pavement
to see a glass-backed
trout beer bottle
swimming
in their pond
and saying
why?
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why?
a small child asks
of the teacher
does a plastic pen
crack
the way it does
and what if ...
No! study
your multiplication
tables
don't concern yourself
in idle daydreams!
and the young child
wondered why
for awhile
but didn't ask
or think what if ...
anymore.
Imagining the world outside
thinking what if ...
the blind boy cried
of visions
and beautiful things
in spite of no sight
while his big brother
saw only the world
that was not beautiful
with his just-eyes.
It is all too beautiful
said the drug crazed mind
it is all beautifully relative
said the fine physicists mind
of a Rising Executive
it's production, cutting prices
wages and vices
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for him
it is not
beautiful.
Beautiful late summer day
boats bobbing in the bay
crawfish scurry between rocks
in the creek and by the docks
lazy dreaming time
summertime.
fantastical fictitions
figments of fantasy
float or dart
and slow
while toes ooze together
in the sand.
Imagining the world
outside
toes buried in a sand
baking in the hot sun
dance
and flying at
too great a height
behind
a four year old's kite
say "what a bite!"
and awaken.
To a sound
of blaring screaming
motion and sneers
a man being kicked
behind the ears
the pavement laps up
against the curb
eating away
at this life disturbed.
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When all the seas are dry
My love,
The mountains leveled flat,
The deserts scattered by the wind,
And wasteland, like a cat,
Stalks silent, deadly, creeping
Upwind, belly-flat
To feed upon the life-force
Of you and me and all begat
Of God;
Then we will be an island
Love;
Oasis in the sand.
And where we stopped, and where we loved
A refuge-place shall stand
Inviolate against the cat
That stalks the darkened land.
And all who stop within
Its halls shall see the hand
Of God.
Shall see His light illuminate
And radiate from me.
And though you be far distant,
The essence will be We
Of glowing warmth spread through the place
From floor to ceiling eaves,
Illuminating all my life.
But none shall know the key
Is you and I-an island,
Love,
Though separated be.
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PUT A CANDLE IN THE WINDOW
CHERYL

JUDGE

The match granted across the rough edge of the box, and
exploded into a quivering mass of yellow and blue which illuminated
the dimly lit corner of a drab, sparely furnished living room. Barbara
Pettijohn touched the flame to the charred wick of a stubby red candle
and then placed it in the window as had been her practice for the
past 2% years. It was a kind of symbol that her love and hope could
never be extinguished. Jake, her husband, had been a prisoner of war
in North Viet Nam since August of 1967. In that time, she had
received no letters from him, and hadn't the slightest idea of where
he might be held captive-or even if he was still alive. Of course, she
believed he was still alive-s-otherwise it would have been unbearable
-and
she prayed every night for an end to the War and his safe
return.
She was an attractive and slightly built woman of 27, with
shortly cropped black hair and lively, intelligent brown eyes. Her
face, however, instead of the smooth, healthy glow it once possessed,
had become sallow and creased with tiny wrinkles. During the day
she worked as a bank teller in Bakersville, a small rural town which
wasn't big enough to have its own bank, but merited only a branch of
the Kansas City National.
She crossed the bare hardwood floor, her footfalls sounding somehow incoherent with the silence of the large rambing old farmhouse.
Seating herself at a small desk, she gazed at its battered top. It had
been Jake's while he was in college. And then she thought of the farm.
He had been an agriculture maj or and had such great plans for their
150 acres-and had even drawn up the crop rotation for the next five
years. But then the War escalated, and he was drafted, and their
whole world came crashing down. She was renting the farm now to
their nearest neighbor, who lived a mile and a half away. This
isolation often bothered her, but she couldn't bring herself to move
and thus break the one last tie with their "dream."
Her eyes fell on the stack of letters in the cornor of the desk-at
least 50 or more to answer. They were the result of a story about her
carried in one of the local papers. People tried to be so kind, offering
prayers, condolences, money-but didn't they realize that these only
served to make her that much more conscious of her misfortunes?
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Outside, the howling wind of a bitterly cold mid-January night
whipped around the corners of the house and pounded mercilessly
against its windows. A certain uneasiness haunted her, and she rose
to glance out the window but was greeted only by total blackness,
pierced occasionally by an oncoming pair of headlights. The road
she lived on was a thoroughfare, but a little-traveled one, and provided her with little sense of connection with the outside world.
She switched on the small radio sitting on a shelf above the desk,
wishing more for companionship than entertainment. "Good evening,
here is the 7:30 news report. Latest casulty figures in from Viet Nam
indicate that American losses were light this week with 120~" Disgusted, she flipped it off again. Wouldn't anyone let her forget, just
for a moment?
She started to return to her letters when the phone rang. Startled,
she debated momentarily whether or not to answer it. Phone calls
were rare for her in the evening, and since her story had appeared in
the paper she had been troubled once or twice by some obscene
callers. But again, it might be important="Hello, Is Mr. Pettijohn there please?"
requested.

a drawling male voice

Unwilling to let the caller know she lived alone, Barbara hesitantly replied, "No, I'm sorry. He's not at the moment. May I help you?"
"Well ma'am, I'm with Stevenson's guaranteed Weatherproof
Aluminium Siding and we're havinc a hia introductory sale, and free
b
home demonstrations, and if it's all right with you, we'd like to send
a salesman out some afternoon to show you our product."
"I'm sorry, but we just painted our house last spring and
wouldn't be interested." Her words rushed out in a spurt which left her
breathless, and her hand trembled uncontrollably as she put the
receiver back on its hook. "It was just a salesman, silly," she thought
smiling weakly~trying to laugh away her fears.
She thought of returning to the letters, but decided against it. A
good TV program or two would take her mind off of herself and
hopefully relax her. She snuggled down into one corner of an old
overstuffed sofa. The FBI was on-a
show she rather enjoyed. It
made her feel confident; like if she ever needed them the police would
somehow be around. Later, the dullness of the repetitious commercials
and a boring "talk show" lulled her into a fitful sleep.
About 10 :00 she awakened, disgusted with herself for falling
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asleep. Determined to stay up and get a few of her letters answered,
she went to the kitchen to fix a cup of coffee. She flipped the switch
which illuminated a bright, bare bulb in the ceiling. Its glow created
an erie contrast to the blackness outside, and emphasized the bleak,
cold and grey appearance of the kitchen with its peeling paint,
cracked linoleum, and battered second-hand stove and refrigerator.
She froze in front of the sink when she heard a loud knock at the
front door. At first she was strongly tempted to ignore it, hut then
she realized that whoever it was had surely just seen the kitchen light
come on.-Another
knock, hut louder this time. Retreating into the
shadows of the den, she peeked out the window and saw the silhouette
of a slender young man, probably 24 or 25, stamping his feet am:'
rubbing his hands together, trying to keep warm, while his thin
trench coat flapped around him in the icy wind. He knocked again.
Jake had always told her never to let anybody in, no matter what the
cicrumstances-hut it was 50 cold tonight.
Somewhat against her hetter judgement, hut responding to her
compassionate nature, she answered the door, hut left the safety chain
fastened "just in case." The young man smiled. He had an ugly scar
on his left cheek and his face and ears were bright red from the cold.
"Ma'am, I'm terribly sorry to hother you at this hour, hut my
car ran out of gas 'bout a mile down the road, and I was wondering
if you'd he so kind as to let me use your phone to call the service
station? I just got back from Nam and I'm traveling home to see my
family-guess I was thinkin' more 'hout them than the gas guage!"
She let him in without really knowing why. Perhaps because
she was afraid to say "no"; perhaps with a secr~t hope that somewhere else someone would do something kind for Jake. He stood
warming himself for a minute over the large register in the living room.
"I'm much obligin' to you ma'am. It's pretty damn cold tonight!
My names Johnny Walker-now don't laugh, cause that's for real,
and I'm from Jackson, Mississippi. I must say, I think that candle you
got hurning in the window there's real nice and friendly. When I
saw it, I just said to myself, 'Johnny, I'll bet those folks there would
take you in,' and I rememhered stories my mama used to tell me
'hout women who put candles in the windows when their men were
away at war, and I wondered if my woman would have one waiting
in the window when I got home."
She smiled, but was anxious for him to call the service station and
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be gone. "The phone's over here, and there's only one station m
Bakersvilje-c-the number's in the book."
He thumbed through the directory and then dialed. She stepped
on into the kitchen to finish making her coffee. A minute later he came
to the doorway. "Wouldn't you know it would be just my Iuck=-the
truck's out on an emergency call and probably won't be back for an
hour. They said they'd send it out just as soon as they could. I really
hate to impose, but do you suppose I could wait her 'till they come?"
She consented, but the feeling of uneasiness which had plagued her
earlier in the evening had returned and intensified.
"Have a seat and I'll make us some coffee." She nodded towards
a chair at the kitchen table and he sat down with a sigh and said
nothing. Her back was towards him as she was pouring the coffee,
and she felt very uncomfortable, as if she could sense his eyes burning
up and down her figure-- catching her every movement. She placed
his cup in front of him and took a seat at the opposite end of the
table. "Won't you take off your hat and coat, Mr. Walker?"
"Thank you ma'am, but I'~ still not thawed out yet!" He picked
up his coffee without even taking off his gloves. This rather startled
her and unconcsciously she found herself staring in silence at his black
gloved hands. Her guest must have sensed this, for he soon broke the
silence-"Y ou're probably wonderin' why I didn't take off my gloves
aren't you?" She nodded. "Well, you see, I was in this explosion in
Nam and my hands got pretty well scarred and disfigured-not
too
pretty. So I wear gloves 'bout all the time now. That's how I got the
one on my face too, but I guess I can't go 'round wearing a mask
all the time-unless I decide to become a criminal or a professional
monster!" He laughed hoarsely, but Barbara could only smile weakly
and grip the cup handle tightly to try to conceal her nervousness.
They talked for a long time, but her uneasiness prevailed.
"Do you have any children, Mr. Walker?" she queried.
"Yeah, a little boy 5 and a girl 3. They were dolls when I
left, but Lord only knows what they'll be like now without a papa
to wallop 'em for two years. What 'bout your family?"
She was afraid to let him know the truth, so she replied, "Yes,
we have a baby girl, 9 months old. She and my husband are upstairs
asleep." He just smiled and said "Oh." She looked into his cold blue
eyes which seemed to be laughing at her, and her fear increased. It
had been an hour since he had phoned the service station and still
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there was no sign of their truck.
Then suddenly all the subtle details began to fall into place. He
might have read the story in the paper, and calculated the Viet Nam
line to gain her sympathy so she would let him in. The "salesman" who
called earlier had a drawling southern accent-Jackson, Mississippi ...
and the gloves-of course. There were just too many coincidences .
. . . The car leaped foreward, crushing him against the concrete
wall of the garage .. His first piercing scream faded into a low groan,
and that into silence. The car was idling rapidly and the radio was
insanely blaring a hard-rock hit. With a tremendous effort, she
switched off the ignition key and death-like silence encompassed the
garage. She sat, stunned, unable to move. "Thank God," she thought,
'''that I figured out his scheme before it was too late! And to have
thought of asking him to look at my carburator=-Takc, Jake-Nightmares-I know I'll have nightmares-maybe this is... " Then glancing
into her rearview mirror, she saw a flashing red light at the end of
the drive----surely the police. They must have been hunting for him;
maybe he'd escaped from a mental hospital somewhere. She heard
someone pounding at the front door, but she hadn't strength enough to
move. Instead, she pushed the button attached to the sunvisor to raise
the automatic garage door.
When around the corner walked the two service station attendants
she could only stare in utter horror and disbelief. Johnny Walker
hadn't called the station-she was sure of that!
"We're here with the ...
MY GOD! What's going on here?
Joe, help me git this guy out from in front of the car!"
"Is he dead?"
"Lady, what in the hell did you do?"
"Yea, he's dead all right."
"Guess we'd better go call the police."
"Damn, it won't do much good now."
Barbara sat stupified, not believing, not really caring what was
happening. The police arrived and ran a check on his Identification
-Johnny Walker; age 25; address 3764 Franklin, Jackson, Mississippi; married to Joyce Allen; two children, ages 3 and 5, Sandy and
Billy; returned from Viet Nam January 4., released from active duty
January 9. His car was found % mile west of her house, its gas tank
on "ernpty."
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"Mrs. Pettijohn," said one of the officers, "I'm afraid you'll
have to come to the station with us to file a report so we can find out
what happened here." In a state of disbelief she put on her coat and
then absent-mindedly picked up the stack of letters. And an icy blast
of wind extinguished the candle in the window as they left through the
front door.

MORNING
EDWARD

L.

WILLIAMS

winter-dawn.
soft pillowskin,
cloudbreathing within my arms.
an hour ago you were but a child,
a sea bed faery
of ocean spray sighs
and young soft eyes.
dreamsmiling,
held in the blanket
like morningsun in a sparrow's nest,
deepsleeping.
i no longer love the land
or the words with which we speak.
i no longer love
the ancient oak or the statues in the park.
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LET'S GO TO BED
CHARLES

HAHAD

The key is turned in the lock, the door opens and George stumbles
in to be greeted by his not-so loving wife.
"Well .... it's about time!"
"So what."
"Three o'clock in the morning ... and look at you .... a fine looking
specimen! "
"Aw shuddup ... a guy can't even have a couple of beers without
catching Holy Moses around this joint."
"Don't tell me to shut up. I'll say what I've got to say and you ...
can't ... make me
shut up!"
"And ....
you
can't ....
make ... me ... listen. I'm going
to bed. Get outta my way."
"I'll get out of your way when you hand over your billfold, I want to
see how much of your pay those poker-playing bums took this week."
"It's none of your damned business. It's MY money, not
yours. I work for it. If I want to playa little poker that's MY
business. "
"And it's MY business when there's to money to pay the bills. Do
you know how much money we owe?"
"No, and care less. To hell with it. Let's go to bed, I'm tired."
"You're not going to bed until we get a few things settled."
"What's there to settle? I get paid, go out for a few beers, playa
little poker and come home a little late. SO ... what's there to
settle?"
"So, you get paid . . . . go out and get drunk . . . . lose your pay
gambling ....
and stumble in at three o'clock in the morning, , , ,
THAT'S WHAT THERE IS TO SETTLE!"
"Oh for Cripe's sake. Same old stuff. I've been hearing it every
payday for the past twenty years. Let's got to bed. I'm tired."
"Yeah, that's right. For twenty years you've done the same thing
every payday. You get paid .. you get drunk and you lose your
money."
"And come home and catch hell!"
"That's not all you're going to catch. The landlord called and said if
we don't catch up on the back rent we have to move."
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"So what. The damned place is ready to fall to pieces. Did he
say anything about fixing the toilet that don't flush?"
"And the finance company was here to pick up your car. Said you
were three payments behind."
"Good thing 1 had the car with me."
"He'll be back in the morning ... EARLY."
"To hell with them. The damned car is worn out."
"My mother was right. 1 should never have married you."
"Your mother's a crock of ... "
"Don't you dare! My mother's a smart woman. If I'd taken her advice
I'd have married someone else.
"I wish you'd taken your mother's advice. Let's got to bed, I'm
tired."
"I told you we're NOT going to bed until we get some things settled."
"Like f'rinstance?"
"Like for instance WlIERE'S ... THE ... MONEY ... TO ... PAY
... THE LANDLORD?"
"To hell with the landlord."
"And like for instance WHERE'S THE MONEY TO PAY THE CAR
PAYMENTS? "
"We'll walk. We need the exercise. You're getting broad across
the backside."
"You leave my backside alone!-"
"I won't lay a hand on it."
"AND .... the money to pay the bank!"
"Let 'em wait. They've got a vault full of money. They don't need
mine."
(Gets her hand in his pocket on his billfold)
"The billfold, George ...
DON'T YOU DARE STRIKE ME!"
"GET
YOUR COTTON-PICKING
FINGERS OUTTA MY
POCKET! HEY ... GIVE ... ME ... MY ...
MONEY!"
(She has the billfold. It's bulging with money. Her eyes are also
bulging.) "George, what's all this money doing in your billfold?
There must be a THOUSAND DOLLARS in there!"
"Thirteen hundred and fifty, to be exact."
"You mean .... "
"Yeah, I won the raffle for the thousand bucks and a couple of
hundred playing poker. The rest of it's my pay."
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"Y ou mean you didn't lose your pay and all this money is ours .
reall yours! "
"Where do you get that OURS business ....
Oh, hell, take it
and pay the bills and get yourself some new rags ....
do whatever you want with it."
"Oh, George, KISS ME ! You're such a wonderful husband! I'm tired.
LET'S GO TO BED!"

A POEM
MARTHA

MOLDT

Up-gullied,
Dust-bitten,
Sun-sticky,
Shade-cooled,
Breeze-grateful,
We hiked
Along the creek,
Whose gentle music
Flowed downstream
Against our hot
And swollen minds;
Cooling us with
Seductive green thoughts
Of its depth-bounded
Secrets.
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dinnertime
DAN BREWER

the creativity
of the womb born from laughter and drunkeness
and leftover emotions.
an evening in a
dirty,
smoke-filled,
$6 hotel room.
wind blowing dingy yellow curtains
tapping
the hem of them against the
empty
Wine bottles
and hearing
the tinkling noise
paralleling that
with the feelings in your heart (but only
at the burst of emotion).
silence
from words that express
nothing
but a guilt-ridden complex
brokenby a rat
crawling
after the crumbs remaining from the
Wafers.
man's arms engulf her to
protect
woman from
rodent.
night
has crept into their
inner most
to make blacker------------whiteness erased.
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fertilize
her mind
and body.
unpromise your quoted Bible verses,
your wealth,
warmth,
and comfort she was to receive.
a wasted $6 that could have been used for the
destruction of your
promise.
the season died the reason erased.
child would have been orphan birth.
MISS QUENSOME'S HERO:

THE PHOENIX OF SQUALOR

BARBARA FEICK

"There are heroes in evil as well as in good."
from Maxims by La Rochefoucauld
Hero is a dog, Miss Quensome's pride and joy; Hero is also
a malevolent, hulky, and odious mutt that defiles everything he
passes with his abominable smell. He spends most of the day rolling
in dunghills of the neighbor's horse. After he has lain there enough,
he walks in his lumpish way, bits of dung still clinging to his fur, to
bask in the sun on the bank of the local cesspool. Towards evening
this reeking cur prowls around looking for food at the various
garbage cans. Many times he has shown his decaying fangs to a
plump sewer rat that tried to steal his moldy chicken or turkey
carcass. While his head and tail are affected with acomia (his tail
being so devoid of hair that it resembles the rat's,) his nose is
occupied by worms which makes him all the more loathsome. So
foul a beast is Hero that the existence of another creature lower
than he is unlikely.
His name is attributed to a lonely old maid who grows gladiolas
and roses for the annual flower show. She cannot afford a greenhouse, so she grows them in several flower beds in her back yard.
During the growing season an old tomcat named Rick likes to eat the
buds of the gladiolas, leaving the rosebuds alone because he has not
yet figured out a way to get past the thorns. Because of Rick's
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voracious appetite, Miss Quensome has not had any prize-winning
gladiolas for the flower show. Sometimes in an affort to save her
gladiolas, she sits in the garden, holding a birch rod, her only
weapon besides her tongue. Whenever she catches Rich in the flower
bed, she yells curses and tries to strike him with the rod, the only
result bemg the complete destruction of the flowers by her misses.
Last year Miss Quensome changed fertilizers; she now uses one that
smells like a heap of fish rotting on the beach on a hot summer day.
Hero was on his way to the cesspool when he caught the fishy fragrance
in his wormy nose. So powerful was the odor that it lured the dumpy
mongrel away from the cesspool and into the garden. Hero lay himself down on a muddy, unplanted flower bed and went to sleep. On
his way to the gladiolas, old Rick caught scent of Hero. The arrant
odor drove Rick away as though a skunk had been sleeping there
instead of Hero. That year Miss Quensome won at the flower show.
In appreciation for everything the mutt did for her, she named him
Hero, and she puts out a bowl of dogfood every day for him. (The
rats eat the dogfood because garbage is more to his liking).
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BEFORE YOU LEAVE, LET ME ASK YOU ....
EDWARD

1. WILLIAMS

"Maude, let's be sensible, now. You're just not glvmg me a
chance. Why, some day in the future, some day when we're both old
and grey, beside that old fireplace you've always wanted, Maude, we'll
think back about this little spat->-"
"It's not just a little spat, Charley. And there's no need to talk
anymore, either. You've said all that you can to change--"
"Wen, for Christ's sake! Just be sensible! Maude, you're tired.
Just stop a minute and let yourself relax."
"I'll relax as soon as I'm packed and gone. I'll relax then, but
I'm not about-"
"Now that's not fair, Maude. That's not fair at all. I'll be the
first to admit that I don't understand you all the time. God knows a
man never understands a woman all the time, not each and every day;
but let me remind you right now of something, Maude. I've always
made it policy to listen to you, even when I didn't understand you, to
listen to what you had to say."
"Come on Charley. JESUS!"
"It's true. Yes, it's true, and you can't deny it. You have to admit
I've always let you get your say in. Never turned my back once like
you're doing now to me."
"I'In sorry."
"Well, I'll keep saying it too. If there's one thing ole Charles
Kneadmoore has got going for him, it's an open mind and an ear for
the customer! I've heard 'em say so. Heard 'em with my own ears."
"But I'm NOT one of your customers! Not anymore, anyway.
And if I hear that DAMNED WORD AGAIN-"
"ALL RIGHT! ALL RIGHT! There's no need for you to yell.
I can hear just fine without you raising your voice. But like I was
saying, before you cut me off, I think you're making a big mistake.
A mighty big mistake. And take it for what it's worth, Maude, it's
advice, professional advice I'm offering you. I think you'd do well
to think it all over. For hoth our sakes. It's something you may live
to regret."
"Then I'll just learn to live with regret. And you ! You talk of
REGRET? You keep that tramp of yours-e-"
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"Now that's something I've offered to discuss with you over and
again. God knows I've paid for that. I've lost sleep over it. Plenty of
sleep. And I'm not strong like I used to be. That's why the job's down,
now. You can't sell when you don't feel right, Maude. Now I know
you don't like me always taking about the job, but without it, where'd
we be now?"
"We'd be together, that's where! In a HOME! I wouldn't be
sitting her in this damned place while you roamed the country for
every little-"
"But we ARE together! Man and wife; and you can't deny that!
But I guess you will soon, the road you're traveling."
"I guess I will too."
"Well, before you do, I think it'd be important you consider a
few things first. And I want to tell you again, because it's important,
important to me, anyway: I never-never, and I mean this sincerely,
ever intended to hurt you or your children at any-"
"Oh, for GOD'S SAKE! Don't you you mention my children to
me!"
"No. It's true. And I've a right to. It's time I said it; and even
though you don't believe me, I never once considered how this would
affect us. You know what I'm referring to, and I apologize. I'm really
sorry that any of it had to happen. But it did and we can't change
things now. Now don't look away like that. I know you don't believe
me; but I've said it before, and I'll say it again until you do. And
as for that girl upstairs, Maude, I can't just turn her out, ruin her
life, her career, because I was too weak. She doesn't have a home,
a family-"
"She soon will have."
"That's not at all funny, Maude. Don't you think that I suffer
from this? Don't you think that every time I look her in the face I
hurt inside? Why, an innocent-"
"INNOCENT? LIKE HELL! INNOCENT! I suppose she was
innocent with Rob and with John? That was even before you came
along, Charley! Was she innocent then too?"
"She's young ! Yes, she is. And she's weak too! You wouldn't
understand because you're strong and you've never been weak. The
answer to your question is yes. But you won't understand it. You don't
know what it's like to be a victim. You simply never got out in the
world to find out-"
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"That's because you were always gone!"
"I had to support a family. 1 was the provider, Maude! The
bread winner. Was 1 supposed to leave you home to starve. And the
child ?"
"Daddy offered you a job in the store! You could have taken
that."
"Sure he offered me a job. But there was no future in it. No
way to the top!"
"He would have helped you if you'd tried."
"No. I couldn't have worked there. I'd be too old too soon. It'd
have killed me. I know what you think, now, though. You think that
I'm not getting any younger and that we haven't got the things I said
we'd have yet. Well, that's true. It's all true and I'm the first to admit
it. But things go in cycles. You're going good one day, then things
slump and you go had awhile. But they'll work out. All we need is
time. And despite your bitterness, Maude, I want you to know that
I still respect you as a person. I'll tell you one thing I'm grateful for.
I'm grateful for the way you've raised the kids and that because of it,
your raising of them, that they still love their father."
"HOW can you say that?"
"Because right now it's all you've left me! That's how! They're
my children too, and I've a right to them. Through better or worse.
You agreed to that, remember?"
"I SWOHE to it! I didn't AGHEE to it!"
"Exactly ! You took an oath. And now, now when hard times
come and I make one little slip-"
"ONE SLIP! Oh, that's funny. That's really funny, Charley! You
swore to me, you swore when you struck Johnny that'd you stop
drinking! And what ahout Cheryl's prom? Do you remember that
you swore-"
"You're right. Absolutely right-"
"LET ME TALK! YOU NEVER LET ME TALK!"
"All right, then. Talk! I always listen."
"Then you brought home that goddamned girl and you didn't
even tell me it was your child she was carrying!"
"Now, I'll he goddamned if I'm going to take that, Maude!
We've discussed that so many times and it doesn't do any good to
bring it up anymore."
"Well, I'm leaving because of it."
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"But you just can't leave me! Not when I'm at the bottom. It's
not right! Even if you don't love me, and I don't believe you do
anymore, even if you don't love me, you should stay for comfort's
sake. You just don't walk out on someone you've been married to for
sixteen years! Stop and think of the kids. They've had more than most
kids their age, haven't they? Think of good times with the bad.
This affair, it's just that the job's down and all. I've simply tried too
hard to support us, and its been too demanding on-"
"YO U SHIT TOO!"
"Well, you don't have to believe me. Nobody seems to anyway.
Go ahead if you like. Call me a liar. Go on! Tell me I'm a liar!"
"LIAR! LIAR! LIAR!"
"I just hope it makes you feel good. Watch somebody sweat
their health out, burn their youth out, go to rags when business
slows. Now you call me a liar. I just don't understand you. I only
hope that it makes you happy. I hope you're a happy woman, now."
"Charley, I don't think I'll ever be a happy woman. Not now.
Now when I've lost my daughter. Not when I've heard my own son
swearto-"
"Swear to what? Tell me! Go on! Say it! It won't break me,
Maude. You've done that yourself!"
"Yes, I suppose I have, Charley. When I carried your child, that
was the beginning, wasn't it? That was when it started, wasn't it?"
"We said we wouldn't discuss that. That was seventeen years
ago. That's too long to carry a grudge, Maude!"
"No it's not, Charley! It's not too long to carry a scar! Not too
long to raise a child that wasn't wanted!"
"That's a lie, Maude! That's a flagrant lie and I resent it! When
I married you it was because I loved you. It had nothing to do with
Johnny, nothing to do with your father or his money."
"No! But you TOOK the money, didn't you? I just wonder what
would have happened if he hadn't have loaned it to you?"
"I'd have married you anyway. I'd have married you, and we
would have worked something out."
"Why couldn't you have taken the job in the store then? Why
couldn't you just have been happy with THAT?"
"Because it wasn't enough! We couldn't have existed, that's why!"
"It would have been enough for me!"
"\Vell, as things turned out, nothing was, was it?"
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"As things turned out-no."
"I see. 1 see it's over. I'm just sorry we couldn't have worked it
all out. But before you leave, before you go, let me ask one favor
of you. I've never asked before; you know that's true. Everything
your father gave, he gave it without my asking. But I'm down, Maude.
I've got not place to go! No money! Business has been-"
"Charley. Don't."
"But I'm not going to stay down. No, I won't be here long. Not
Charles Kneadmoore! All I need is something to get me going again.
A small loan-"
"Oh, Charley, stop it! STOP IT! STOP IT! STOP IT!"
"No, Maude. I can't! Listen, Maude, it's important! It's best for
both of us. I won't even bother you again!"
"STOP SAYING MY NAME, CHARLEY!"
'No Maude!"
"CHARLEEEEEY! Please!"
"Maude, I've plans! Listen to them, Maude! Listen!"
A POEM
"MARTHA MOLDT

Put away your love,
As toys from childhood gone;
Piece by piece-but not
So slowly, lingering
By each one.
And smile a little,
Remembering how each
Was precious, penny-bright,
Love, like childhood, grows
Out of reach.
Hide all the pieces.
They don't belong to you.
Wrap each one in gay
Paper, and carefully
Hide from view.
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WINTER, MID-1950's
KAllLIS

E. Rusx

gold beams the sun toward setting;
the afternoon slow-dying
lengthens the bone-thin shadows
of trees on glittering white.
and I, the child, sit dreaming
before the western window
and watch the pale gold grow,
glinting, on magic snow.
silence and warmth within;
outside, a muted glory
of legends half-remembered
through mists of infancy.
and there--in haze of distance,
are not those heroes, crossing
the snowy wasteland, driven
onward by some high quest?

o wait-I

come to join you!
before the darkness pounces,
Weshall have reached the mountains ...
my eyelids droop. I sleep
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THESE
DEBBIE

DAYS
CORWITH

These days, loving ways
Are kept under an umbrella
When it isn't even raining.
Some say that they won't play
And wind up in a game
Where tag isn't any fun.
One hears the coming years
Run wildly along
At the pace of stampeding fools.
These days, loving ways
Creep out from tender corners
Spiting the guarded follower.
Love alive merely laughs and survives
Getting drenched in the rain
'Neath a sun-filled sky.
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